WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING

by Leslie & Audrey Palmer, El Toro, Ca.

MAY 1933

INTRODUCTION

1. SAIL 2 meas in OPEN FAC DVL in S & N R hands joined;
   2. SAIL 2 meas in OPEN FAC DVL in S & N R hands joined.
   3. SAIL 2 meas in OPEN FAC DVL in S & N R hands joined.
   4. SAIL 2 meas in OPEN FAC DVL in S & N R hands joined.

PART A

1. LF TRA, HOVER CONTE, OUTSIDE SPIN, FORDLL FALLAWARE & SLIP:
   2. (Hover Corte) BK R COMBINATION LF TRM, SAIL, R CANOE TRM.
   3. (Hover Corte) BK R CANOE LF TRM, SAIL, R CANOE TRM.
   4. (Hover Corte) BK R CANOE LF TRM, SAIL, R CANOE TRM.

PART B

1. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU;
   2. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   3. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   4. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   5. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   6. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.

PART C

1. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   2. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   3. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   4. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   5. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
   6. DILE REVERSE SPIN; CURVING THREE; BK TRN & CHASSE TO JDG; NAIVU.
1- 2 WAIT: WAIT
3- 4 TOGETHER & TOUCH: 1/2 BOX BACK

A

1- 2 LEFT TURN: HOVER CORTE
3- 4 OUTSIDE SPIN: RUDOLPH FALLAWAY & SLIP
5- 6 OPEN TELEMARK: HOVER FALLAWAY
7- 8 SLIP PIVOT: MANEUVER

9-10 PIVOT 3: LADY TO SEMI & CHASSE
11-12 CHAIR RECOVER & PREPARATION: SAME FOOT LUNGE & CHANGE SWAY
13-14 CLOSED TELEMARK: MANEUVER
15-16 SPIN TURN: 1/2 BOX BACK

B

1- 2 DOUBLE REVERSE: CURVING 3
3- 4 BACK CHASSE TO BANJO: MANEUVER
5- 6 SPIN & TWIST TO SEMI: ------
7- 8 WEAVE 6: ------

9-10 FORWARD QUICK LOCK: MANEUVER
11-12 SPIN TURN: 1/2 BOX BACK
13-14 OPEN TELEMARK: OVERSWAY & CHANGE SWAY
15-16 HOVER BRUSH TO SEMI: CHAIR & SLIP (1)

WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING
(WAIT OPEN FACING)